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Abst rac t - -G iven  a collection of points in the plane, an open (closed) disk is drawn about each 
point with radius equal to the smallest distance from that point to any other in the collection. The 
sphere-of-influence graph (closed-sphere-of-influence graph) is the intersection graph of these disks. 
Any graph isomorphic to such a graph is a SIG (CSIG). We characterize trees that are SIGs and 
CSIGs, and obtain a bound on the number of edges in triangle-free SIGs and CSIGs. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In trying to capture the perceptual relevance of a given set of points in the plane which represent a
(possibly very sketchy or inaccurate) dot picture, Toussaint [1] defined two new types of proximity 
graphs. Let S be a finite set of at least two points in the plane. For each point x in S, let r~ 
denote the smallest distance from x to any other point in S, and let Bz and Cx denote the open 
and closed disks of radius rx centered at x, respectively. The sphere-of-influence graph of S is 
the graph with vertex set S and with x, y E S adjacent if and only if Bx A By ~ 0. The closed 
sphere-of-influence graph of S is defined similarly using the closed disks. 
If a graph G is isomorphic to the (closed) sphere-of-influence graph of some set of points S in 
the plane, we say that  G is a (C)SIG and that S- -or ,  more precisely, any map p : V(G) --* S : 
x ~-~ p~ from the set V(G) of vertices of G into the plane which induces such an isomorphism--  
is a realization of G. In [2], some basic graphs were analyzed to see whether or not they had 
realizations. In the present note, we characterize those trees that are SIGs and those that are 
CSIGs. An upper bound on the number of edges for triangle-free SIGs and CSIGs is also easily 
obtained. Standard graph theory terminology such as that found in [3] will be used throughout.  
In order to prove our main results, we will need the following well-known property of trees. 
LEMMA A. Let T be a tree. Then the number of end-vertices ofT is equal to 
2+ ~ (deg(v ) -2 ) .  II 
deg(v)>3 
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2. TR IANGLE-FREE CSIGS AND SIGS 
First, we need to recall a couple of definitions. If G is a graph and G1, . . . ,  Gk are nontrivial 
graphs, then a (G1,. . . ,  Gk)-factor of G is a spanning subgraph of G such that each component 
is isomorphic to one of the Gi's. If we let Pk denote the path with k vertices, then a P2-factor is 
usually referred to as a perfect matching while a (Pi : i = 2, 3,...)-factor is called a path-factor. It 
is well-known that a graph has a (P2, P3)-factor if and only if it has a path-factor. A triangle-free 
graph is a graph that does not contain a complete subgraph with three vertices. We showed in [2] 
that neither of the properties of being an SIG nor a CSIG are preserved by induced subgraphs. 
For triangle-free graphs however, we can prove the following. 
PROPOSITION 1. I f  G is a triangle-free CSIG and if x, y are two distinct vertices in G, then G - 
{x, y} is a triangle-free CSIG provided there exists a realization p of G with [[Px, Py [[ ~ ]]Px', Py' [[ 
for any two distinct vertices x ~, y~ in G. 
PROOF. The result is vacuously true if G has exactly two vertices, so assume G has at least 
three vertices and consider any realization of a triangle-free CSIG G where Px and py are two 
points that are the minimum distance apart. If there were any point Pz in the realization that 
had either px or  py for its closest point, then a triangle in G would result. Consequently, the 
restriction of p to V(G) - {x, y} is a realization of G - {x, y}. | 
The following corollaries now follow easily. 
COROLLARY. Every triangle-free CSIG contains a perfect matching. 
PROOF. Clearly, the vertices x and y as defined in the proof of Proposition 1 are adjacent. So, 
the result follows by induction. | 
COROLLARY. Every triangle-free CSIG has an even number of vertices. | 
Before considering the case for SIGs, we need the next Lemma. First recall that A(G) denotes 
the maximum degree of G. 
LEMMA. Let T be a tree with A(T) _< 3. The tree T has a path factor if and only if there are at 
least two vertices of degree at most 2 whose distance is odd. 
PROOF. Proceed by induction on the order of T. It is easy to check that the result is true for 
trees of order at most 6. Suppose the result is true for all such trees of order < n. Let T be a 
tree of order n, with A(T) _< 3. 
Suppose that T has a path factor. If there is an end vertex u adjacent to a vertex v of degree 2, 
there is nothing to prove. Thus, by Lemma A, we may suppose that there is a vertex x adjacent 
to two end vertices y and z. Then yxz must be one of the paths in the path factor. The 
graph T* = T - {x, y, z} is a tree of maximum degree 3, that has a path factor, and by induction 
must contain two vertices Pl and P2 so that their degrees are at most 2 and the distance from Pl 
to P2 is odd. Now, either distance and degrees are the same in T, or x is adjacent o one of Pl 
or P2, say Pl, in which case P2 and y meet the required condition. 
Now, suppose that T has a path of odd length between two vertices of degree at most two. 
Choose such a path which is maximum in length, say 2k+1. If k > 1, then label the vertices of the 
path x0, x l , . . ,  x2k+l. Now, consider the two trees TI and T2 attained by deleting the edge xlx2. 
Clearly, each has a pair of vertices of degree at most 2--x0 and Xl in T1 and x2 and x2k+1 
in T2--whose distance in the respective trees is odd. Thus, by the induction hypothesis, T1 
and (/"2 have a path factor, and the union is a path factor of T. Finally, consider the case k = 0, 
where the maximum odd length path is an edge, say e = xfl. Since e is not the only edge in T, 
and T - e = Tz U Ty, at least one of Tx or Ty must have more than one vertex, say Tz. It also 
follows that the distance from x to any end vertex in Tx is odd and thus 1; for otherwise, the 
distance from y to that end vertex would be odd and greater than 1. The same is true for y 
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and Ty if it is not empty. Consequently, since the degree of x and y is at most 2, it follows that 
the tree is either P3 or P4 in which case a path factor is easily attainable. I 
PROPOSITION 2. Every triangle-free SIC, contains a path factor. 
PROOF. Let G be a triangle-free SIG and p a realization of G. Suppose Px and Pv are two points 
in S of minimum distance apart. If no other point in S has p, or py as its closest neighbor, 
then S - {px, py} is a representation f a triangle-free SIG and, by induction, G must contain a 
path factor. Suppose P~I has p~ as its closest neighbor. Note that no points can be the closest 
point for more than two other points, since G is triangle-free. For each point designate a chosen 
closest neighbor. 
Let T~I be the tree formed recursively in the following fashion: 
Let Xl E V(T~) and put ab E E(T~,) and a E V(T~I) if and only if 
b E V(T~),  a ~ V(T~ U {x, y}) and Pb is its chosen closest neighbor in S to Pa. 
Continue this process until no new edges ab exist. 
It is clear from the previous note that A(Tx) _< 3 with deg(xl) _< 2. Suppose Yl ~ Txl U {x, y} 
and Pyl has py as a closest neighbor. If no such Yl exists, set T m = ¢. Otherwise, let T m be the 
tree formed recursively in the following fashion: 
Let Yl E V(T m) and put a, b E E(T m) and a E V(T m) if and only if 
b E V(Tvl ),a ~ V(T  m) U V(T~) U {x, y} and Pb is a closest neighbor in S to pa. 
As noted above, A(Ty 1) < 3 with deg(yl) < 2. Clearly Tx~ U T m U {XlX, xy, YYl} is a subgraph 
of G. Furthermore, by the definition of x,y, Tx~ and Tm,V(G ) - (V(T~) U V(Tm) U {x,y}) 
is either empty or induces a triangle-free SIG. By induction, it contains a path factor and, by 
applying the lemma, V(T~I) U V(Tm) U {x,y}) induces a graph that contains a path factor. It 
follows that G contains a path factor, which completes the proof. I 
COROLLARY. Every triangle-free SIG contains a {P2, P3 }-factor. I 
Just how sparse a SIG or CSIG is with regard to edges has been investigated in [4] and [5], for 
example. The latest conjecture due to Avis is that a CSIG of order n can have no more than 9n 
edges. We can show that triangle-free CSIGs are very sparse indeed. Let e(G) be the number of 
edges in the graph G. 
PROPOSITION 3. Every triangle-free (C)SIG is planar. 
PROOF. Let G be a triangle-free SIG or CSIG. In a realization of G, draw a straight line segment 
from the center of each disk to the center of every disk with which it intersects. It is clear that 
since G is triangle-free, these line segments can only intersect at centers. Since centers correspond 
to vertices, we obtain a planar drawing of G. I 
COROLLARY. If G is a triangle-free (C)SIG of order n, then e( G) ~ 2n - 4. 
PROOF. By Corollary l l . l (b)  in [3], every triangle-free planar graph G with n vertices satis- 
fies e(G) ~ 2n - 4. I 
3. CHARACTERIZAT IONS OF THE TREES 
THAT ARE CS IGS AND SIGS 
THEOREM 1. A tree is a CSIG if and only if it has a perfect matching. 
PROOF. We have already seen that trees that are CSIGs have perfect matchings ince trees are 
triangle-free. For the converse, we use induction with respect o the order of a tree. Certainly, a 
tree with 2 vertices is a CSIG. Assume that T is a tree of order n _> 4 which contains a perfect 
matching, and that every tree with a perfect matching of order less than n is a CSIG. Clearly, 
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every end-edge must be contained in a perfect matching. Our assumptions and Lemma A imply 
that T must contain an end-vertex  that is adjacent o a vertex y with deg(y) -- 2. Let z be the 
other vertex of T adjacent o y, and consider T* = T -  {x, y}. T* is a tree that contains a perfect 
matching, so by the induction hypothesis, it has a realization S*. Consider the closed disk Cz 
centered at pz of radius r in this realization. Since T* is a tree, there exists a point q in S* on 
the boundary of C~ and not contained in any other disk. Therefore, there exists an open disk of 
radius e > 0 with center q that intersects only Cz in this realization. Now, let py be the point on 
the ray from Pz through q of distance r + e/8. Let Px be the point on the ray from p~ through q 
of distance r + e/4. Let S = S* U {Px,Py}. We assert that S is a realization of T. This follows 
because Px and py are the unique nearest points to each other and are the nearest points to no 
other point in S. Furthermore Cy and Cz are tangent, and Cy and Cx intersect no other closed 
disks determined by points from S. | 
Trees with perfect matchings have been studied in [6]. 
THEOREM 2. A tree is a SIG if and only if it contains a {P2, P3}-factor. 
PROOF. In view of Proposition 2, we only need to show that if a tree T contains a {P2, P3}-factor, 
then it is a SIG. We will use induction with respect o the order of T, and we will show that there 
is a realization of T, say S, in which the only points at which representing disks can be tangent 
are at points in S. For brevity, we will say that such a realization has no unnecessary tangencies. 
Clearly, this is true for all trees with {P2, P3}-factors having order at most 4. Now let T be a tree 
of order n > 5 with a {P2, P3}-factor and assume that all trees of order less than n containing 
a {P2, P3}-factor have a realization with no unnecessary tangencies. From the lemma, T must 
contain either a vertex of degree 2 which is adjacent o one end-vertex, or a vertex of degree 3 
which is adjacent o two end-vertices. 
In the first case, suppose y is a vertex of degree 2 adjacent o the end-vertex  and the non 
end-vertex z. I fxy is a P2 in the {P2, P3}-factor ofT,  then by the induction hypothesis, T-{x ,  y} 
is a SIG with a realization which has no unnecessary tangencies. Now, exactly the same method 
as in the proof of Theorem 1 can be used to produce a realization of T. If xy is an edge in a P3 
of the {P~, P3}-factor of T, then T - x has a {P2, P3}-factor and, therefore, it is a SIG. Since y 
is a vertex of degree two in T, it has degree one in T - x. Thus, without loss of generality, we 
may assume that py lies on Bz, since Pz must be the closest neighbor of py in S. Now, form an 
appropriate realization of T as follows: On the ray starting at Pz through py, place the point p~ 
less than distance ry/2 past py. In this new realization on S U {Px}, all disks stay the same 
except By and the new disk B~. Since both now lie within the original disk corresponding to py, 
this gives a realization of T. 
For the second case, let y be a vertex of degree 3 that is adjacent o the end-vertices Xl and x2 
and the non end-vertex z. Clearly, yxlx2 is a P3 in the {P2, P3}-factor ofT.  Thus, T -  {y, xl, x2} 
has a {P2, P3}-factor and the induction hypothesis gives a realization of T - {y, xl, x2} as a SIG 
with no unnecessary tangencies. Now we can add the points p~,, py, Px2 in this order sufficiently 
close together on a straight line so that By intersects only Bx,, B~2, and B~ while B~, and B~ 2 
intersect only By. This gives the required realization of T. | 
Using Theorems 1 and 2, it is now a simple matter to see how to construct all trees that are 
CSIGs and SIGs. Define the class of graphs `7 recursively as follows: P2 E `7, and if T1, T2 C/7, 
then the graph obtained by adding an edge between a vertex of T1 and a vertex of T2 is also in ,7. 
,7 is the class of all trees that are CSIGs. Similarly, define the class of graphs ,71 recursively as 
follows: P2, P3 c ,71 and if T1, T2 c ,71, then the graph obtained by adding an edge between a
vertex of T1 and a vertex of T2 is also in ,71. ,71 is the class of all trees that are SIGs. 
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